HISTORY OF THE CHAIN

Hotel Europe Villa Cortés is part of a family hotel chain called Europe Hotels International S.L. whose
origin begins in November 1973 with Europe Hotel Tenerife, having been, in its day, the third hotel in Playa

de Las Americas, Tenerife, Canary Islands.
It was a pioneering business that after generations still maintain its fundamental value and legacy of
bringing joy and happiness to its clients' experience. As Charles Spurgeon said, "It is not what we possess,
but what we enjoy that makes happiness".
Europe Hotels International is at the forefront of diversification by offering 8 ranges of hotels with different
accommodation concepts based in Munich, Stuttgart, Berlin, Tenerife and Mallorca:
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• To enjoy the best beach destinations in Spain, the group has several Hotels, Resorts, Apartments and
Villas in the Canary Islands and the Balearic Islands.
• For lovers of luxury in Tenerife and Mallorca, you can find this option.
2012

• For city lovers or business trips the main German cities are your destination.
Commitment and effort are two fundamental pillars that this family business preserves continuously to
continue growing and to offer its clients an unforgettable experience.
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HOTEL EUROPE VILLA COR TÉS
*****
Playa de las Américas - Tenerife
45

PRESENTATION

This exclusive 5-star Mexican themed hotel, is located in the warmest area in
Tenerife, offering direct ocean views and the best sunsets in the island.

The complex, dedicated to the conqueror Hernán Cortés, has rooms and suites
where you can enjoy your stay with maximum comfort, direct access to the sea
and a unique culinary delicacy.

Located in one of the best areas of Tenerife South, “the Golden Mile” of Playa
de Las Americas, just 20 minutes from Tenerife Sur – “Reina Sofía” International
airport and 60 minutes from Tenerife North – “Los Rodeos” airport.
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Oasis of tranquility

A unique experience
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Double
Standard
Garden
Sea

view

view

Junior Suite sea view

Suite sea view
Presidential Suite sea view

ROOMS

The decoration of each of the 151 rooms at Villa Cortés is
based on Mexican culture and traditions giving rise to a Grand

Luxury Hotel which is unique in Tenerife.
Our rooms are the ideal place to disconnect, enjoy and relax
with the best views of the Atlantic Ocean.
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Double standard

DOUBLE ROOM

· STANDARD ·
King Size Mexican style bedroom equipped with every amenity needed in order to
ensure fully comfortable stay and disconnect from the routine.
Double garden view

· GARDEN VIEW ·
Immerse yourself in the atmosphere, where you can enjoy magnificent garden views
filled with subtropical plants and flowers.

Double sea view

· SEA VIEW ·

Its amplitude and its decoration create a warm and elegant ambiance, and in
combination with its spectacular ocean views, easily the perfect choice to enjoy some
time off.
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Total double rooms: 129
Room surface between 20 and 45m2
Terrace surface between 5 and 14m2
*Garden and sea view at a supplement
*Double individual use possible in garden or sea view
(max occupancy : 1 adult + 1 cot)

Maximum Occupancy
2 ad. + 1 child / 3 adults / 2 ad. + 1 cot / 2 ad. + 2 children
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JUNIOR SUITE SEA VIEW

Double bedrooms equipped with king size beds and breathtaking
ocean views, where privacy, elegance and comfort prevail when
spending vacations with friends or family.

Total Rooms: 9
Room Surface between 45 and 60m2
Terrace Surface between 10 and 40m2

Maximum Occupancy
2 ad. + 1 child / 3 adults / 2 ad. + 1 cot / 2 ad. + 2 children
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SUITE SEA VIEW

Enjoy spectacular sunsets by the Atlantic breeze in one of our spacious and magnificent suites. These rooms
are composed of a bedroom, a separate living room as well as a large terrace with sun loungers and views of

La Gomera island. Tranquility, intimacy and comfort are this suite’s hallmark.

Total rooms: 11
Room surface between: 55 y 73m2
Terrace surface between: 18 y 32m2
Fruit basket / snacks

Maximum Occupancy
2 ad. + 2 children / 3 adults + 1 cot / 2 ad. + 1child + 1 cot
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PRESIDENTIAL SUITE SEA VIEW

· HERNÁN CORTÉS ·
Located in the heart of the hotel and distinguished by its incredible views of the Atlantic Ocean,
our Royal Hernán Cortés Suite will seduce you with its spacious bedrooms, luxurious marble
bathrooms, a spacious terrace with jacuzzi and a solarium from which you can enjoy unbeatable
views of the ocean and the entire complex.

Room surface: 200m2
Total terraces surface: 200m2

Maximum Occupancy
5 people
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PRESIDENTIAL SUITE SEA VIEW

· MOCTEZUMA ·
In front of the sea and with unparalleled sunsets, our Moctezuma Suite of 419m2 becomes the
ideal space to enjoy luxury and quality at its best.
Room surface: 299m2
Terrace surface: 120m2

Maximum Occupancy
6 - 8 people
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GASTRONOMY

Enjoy a sensational journey to discover a universe of flavors, aromas
and sensations through gourmet cuisine.

Treat your palate and venture into the various culinary cultures that
our restaurants collect in Hotel Villa Cortés.

Reservations: clubhouse@villacortes.com

+34 922 757 700
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TA STE 1973 RESTAURANT

Try a new version of tourist experience: the fusion of the singularities
and history of Tenerife with haute cuisine and one of the best wineries
in the island.

- RESERVATIONS -

1973@villacortes.com

+34 922 757 700

- SCHEDULE Wednesday to Saturday
19:00h – 21:30h
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Taste 1973 Restaurant
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TIZIANO

Tiziano

Gourmet restaurant, with avant-garde Mediterranean cuisine offering a wide selection of
dishes and wines for the most demanding palates.
Main restaurant of our half board.

Veracruz

VERACRUZ

You can enjoy the best breakfast here at Hotel Villa Cortés. Veracruz is a restaurant
characterized by its large continental buffet and its unbeatable show-cooking.
Discover the excellence of our famous dishes with specialties in the elaboration of eggs: an
energetic and comforting way to start the day!
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The emblem of our Hacienda Mexicana is our Veracruz with a continental buffet and an unsurpassed show-cooking.
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PA N C H O V I L L A

Tiziano

The Mexican style is what gives the Hotel Villa Cortés its unique character in the Canary Islands.
What better way to experience this wonderful culture than through a wide range of flavors, aromas and
with the company of our Mariachis? We invite you to delight your palate with our margaritas, enchiladas,
snacks, chili peppers and much more.

Veracruz

LA SIRENA

If you are looking for peace, tranquility and to enjoy the outdoors, come and discover our upper terrace
restaurant. The restaurant sits overlooking the entire complex and offers a peaceful and relaxing dining
experience with “à la carte” lunch, accompanied by a relaxing sound of the waterfall for a perfect lunch.
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BRÄUHAUS

The fusion of cultures is a value that greatly distinguishes our hotel. That is why you cannot miss our German
restaurant serving classic Bavarian cuisine.
Bräuhaus, located at the foot of the street, is characterized by both its typical and picturesque decoration of old
copper stills, and the great variety of beers that give the restaurant its mark of distinction.

Veracruz

BEACH CLUB

The ideal spot for an informal lunch under the sun. This site offers the best views of La Gomera island and with the
Alisio sea breeze creates the perfect combination.
It’s a prominent site, not only for offering a Mediterranean based cuisine with a wide selection of wines, but also for
having the best views of one of the most popular surfers’ spots in Tenerife.

Next renovation in May 2020
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Pancho Villa

BEACH CLUB
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BARS

Fancy a refreshing cocktail, a bottle of the best wines or your favorite drink? We welcome you to enjoy your
favorite drink in one of our bars overlooking the sea and accompanied by live music. Prepare yourself to
escape and enjoy the company of your friends or family.

Reservations: clubhouse@villacortes.com

+34 922 757 700

Maui Bar

MAUI BAR, our chill out area with spacious Balinese beds and the best cocktails, is the ideal place to enjoy
with friends, couples or family by the pool and under the sun.

If you are looking for a more elegant and tranquil scene, we invite you to our LOBBY BAR, the ideal place for
night lovers who would like to escape and enjoy meetings with friends.

Lobby Bar
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CHIRINGUITO

If you are looking for a lively atmosphere, with excellent cocktails, live music, DJ sessions and the best sunset in Tenerife,
BAR CHIRINGUITO is the perfect place to lose track of time. Do not miss our Happy Hour!
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Complete your experience through our services...
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S PA , B E A U T Y C E N T E R A N D G Y M
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Think less, feel more !

Pamper your body, disconnect your mind and calm your spirit
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SERVICES

Beach Club, frontline beach
Direct access to the beach
Sunset in front of the hotel
Located in the “Golden Mile”
Currency exchange at reception

Possibility to exchange visa payment for cash at reception
Pack surprises: birthday or anniversary
Welcome water at reception
Free Wifi in the whole hotel
Public Relations (Club House)

Excursions
Room service (additional charge)
Thematic channels in rooms
Currency: €
European plug
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SERVICES

Elevators

5

Luggage room
Large heated sweet water pool

1

Separate heated children’s pool

1

Solarium facing the sea
Reading room
Hotel’s museum
Chapel
Tennis court

1

Green fees

extra charge

Hairdresser service

extra charge

Outdoor parking (public)

free

Indoor parking (hotel’s property)

extra charge

Car renting

extra charge

Transfer

extra charge
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CONFERENCES & EVENTS

Let yourself be amazed by our highly personalized service and the
universe of possibilities that will make your event unforgettable.
Lounges of various sizes and styles, idyllic outdoor locations, our cozy
chapel or our beachfront site with the best of sunsets, will be the perfect
setting to create magic and live that special celebration you are
planning.
Come and organize with us celebrations of all kinds : Meetings, Wedding,
Honeymoon, Communions, Christenings, Anniversaries, Birthdays , Catering,
Company Dinner...
We offer a variety of services such as: Menus, Buffet, Cocktails, Open bar,
Aperitives, Coffee breaks, Appetizers, Themed dinners, Barbecues, Gala
dinners, etc.

•

Activity program available

•

Personalized service

•

Specialized team

•

Diversity of settings

•

Maximum attention to details

•

Guaranteed success
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Start your
“forever”
with us
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ROOMS

YUCATÁN

TULUM

• Bottom of the pyramid
• Integrated bathroom
• Artificial light

•
•
•
•

Same level as reception
Dividable into 2 equal salons
Natural light
With carpet
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PALENQUE

1st

•
level of the pyramid
• Dividable into 2 equal salons
• Natural light

GUADALAJARA

•
•
•
•

Same level as central courtyard
Natural light
Access to the terrace
With carpet
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TENERIFE

Tenerife is not only sun and beach. Did you know that there is a total of 11
microclimates on the island of Tenerife?
Wherever you go either north south, east or west of Tenerife, you will find
different landscapes and flora and fauna that are each unique and provide
endless activities for your free time!
Did you know that Tenerife is a volcanic island dominantly composed of
volcanic black sand beaches?
Come to know the beauty and charm that this island offers!
Dare to discover the wonders of the island and be advised by our Club House.

Around the hotel:
Diving schools

Commercial center

Aquatic parks

South Airport · Reina Sofía

Golf courses

Surf schools

Aquatic sports

Bars & restaurants

Beaches
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GOLF

Large golf offer between the eight golf courses of Tenerife and the golf course of La Gomera.
Special prices for green fees for customers who book through our Club House.

Transfer arranged to different courses, special room to store your golf clubs, shoe and golf

clubs cleaning service.

· GOLF COURSES ·

• Abama: 18 holes par 72

• Las Américas: 18 holes par 72

• Amarilla: 18 holes par 72

• Los Palos: 9 holes par 72

• Buenavista: 18 holes par 72

• Real Club de Golf: 18 holes par 71

• Costa Adeje: 18 holes par 72

• Tecina: 18 holes par 71

• Golf del Sur: 18 holes par 72
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EUROPE HOTEL VILLA CORTÉS

Avda. Rafael Puig nº38 · 38650 Arona · Tenerife
EUROPE HOTELS INTERNATIONAL TENERIFE S.L.
CIF: B38013744

T. 00 34 922 757 700 · F. 00 34 922 757 701
reservations-evc@europe-hotels.org
grupos@villacortes.com
sales@villacortes.com

www.europe-hotels.org

STUTTGART – MÜNICH – BERLIN – TENERIFE - MALLORCA
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